After the Russian Revolution, vague socialist ideas began to spread among the young intelligentsia. The youth welcomed these ideas with energy and enthusiasm. They started reading Karl Marx as eagerly as an earlier generation had read Mill or Mazzini. ‘everywhere there was a new spirit of energy and growing discontent with older ideologies’ However it is difficult to examine and perspectives the status and function of left parties without talking about their background, origin and development. So also their attitude towards Indian nationalist movement. It is important to recognise whether Communist movement in India has been one of the many movements to achieve Indian independence. It can be said that nationalist movement was a profound influence and inspiration for Communist movement although they significantly disagree with moderate nationalist movement viewing it was more reformist than radical. It is rightly observed by A.L.Basham, ‘The nationalist movement was at once a reassertion of traditional values and symbols against alien intrusion, and itself an alien, modern, untraditional phenomenon. This paradox is found embodied in the different brands of nationalism represented by such figures as Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, Dayanada and the Arya Samaj, Au-robindo, Tilak, Sir Syed Ahmed Khan and the Aligah School, An-nie Besant, and above all Gandhi and the national congress as he influence it. It is hardly surprising then if the paradox has continued to echo in the subcontinent since independence was won.’1

During the foundation of the first nationalist associations until the achievement of independence, the Indian nationalist movement changed its character in various ways, under the influence of the traditional past and the more recent British past, and also as result of the new ideas and methods that marked its development. Modifying slightly the periodisation which Michael Brecher has distinguished in the history of the nationalist movement, 1) the 1870s-1890: the period of Moderate pre-eminence, 2) the 1890s-1914: the struggle for supremacy within the movement between the Moderates and Extremists, and 3) 1914-1947: the period of agitational politics and Gandhi’s leadership. In the first of these periods the nationalist movement was essentially British in its intellectual origins, in the second it drew both on indigenous symbols and ideas and upon western ideologies and examples, and in the third period, the movement drew upon widening circles of Indians and imported inspiration while becoming increasingly inventive, particularly under the impetus of Gandhi’s creative genius.

Any nationalist movement in a colonial situation is bound to have both a negative and positive aspect. The negative aspect is the determination to expel the foreign rulers and achieve self-govern; the positive aspect is the concept of the sort of nation which should emerge from the struggle for independence. In negative terms the moderates aimed at moving slowly towards self government of India, with the “white” colonies of the British Empire as their mode. The moderate Indian Association emerged in 1876 in Calcutta and spread across northern India with the express goal of stimulating the sense of nationalism amongst the people and from its earliest sessions in 1885 and 1886 the Indian National Congress pointed to Canadian and Australian self government as the models for India. In this, they were carrying forward the social and intellectual reform movements of Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Ranade and others, aiming in Gokhale’s words, the selective assimilation of all that is best in the life and thought and character of the west’4 The moderates set up associations, such as the Poone Sarvajanik Sabha in 1870, to work for the improvement of the whole of Indian society, seeking educational and other social reforms through their membership of legislative bodies and organisations such as the national social Conference. They hoped to achieve their ends through the introduction of representative democratic political reforms by the national congress, and by such methods as public meetings, deputations, and the presentation of memorials all modelled directly upon British Constitutional Politics.5 In the above discussion the dynamics of Nationalism in the context of are summed up which gives us a proper frame work to talk about Communism in general and its emergence in India with a focus on Andhra Pradesh.

The Communist Revolution began in Russia in October 1917, and in March 1919, the Russian revolutionaries set up in Moscow the Communist Third International for the purpose of propagating and spreading Communism all over the world. Their eyes fell on India too because in the words of Lenin, the growing industrial and railway proletariat on the one hand and the brutal terrorism of the British on the other presented a virgin field for a similar revolution.

Muzaffar Ahmad, one of the veteran Communists in India, claims that the Communist Party of India was founded abroad and was affiliated to the Communist International in 1921. According to him the party was formed towards the end of 1920 at the Tashkent Military School Tashkent in Soviet Union. One of the earliest Communists of India was Sri-pada Ananta Dange who published a small book “Gandhi and Lenin” in 1921. He also established a Marathi daily and English weekly for the propagation of Marxist views.

The first Indian to become communist was M.N.Roy who was also associated with the formation of Mexican Communist Party.6 He attended the second Congress of the Communist International in 1920 as a delegate from Mexico. British Communists and M.N.Roy inspired a group of young Indians, who were great admirers of Marxism and the Russian revolution, to set up in India an organisation to spread the Marxist ideology. This organisation came formally into existence on 26th December 1925, and was named as the communist Party of India. (CPI) 7 Shortly after, the CPI was recognised, on Roy’s advice, as a branch of the Communist International.8 The task for the Communist Party of India was determined by the Communist International in 1928. That was as follows: 1) Struggle against British imperialism for the emancipation of the country, 2) the Communists scattered throughout the country into a single independent and centralised party, 3) unmasking of the national reformism of the Indian National congress and opposing all the phrases of the Swarajists, Gandhites and about passive resistance, 4) mercilessly exposing the national reformist leaders in the Trade Unions, carrying on a decisive struggle for the conversion of the Trade Unions into genuine class organisations of the proletariat and teaching the workers principles of communism through the method of propaganda and instruction. 5) Organising the peasants in the same manner so as to
Thus the Communist movement in India began under the leadership and guidance of Soviet Union, its programme of action and strategy was determined by the Third International. Its leadership was subservient to the Soviet leadership. Such being the character of the Communist movement in India it was but natural that it should act to promote either the interests of the Soviet Union or the aims and objects of the Third International. This became clear from the part played by the Communist party of India during India's freedom struggle. The top leaders of the Communist movement, Clemens Dutt and Ben He Emmet thought that the Communist party of India as it then existed was not the united front of the Indian people in the national struggle, that its constitution left out the broadest sections of the masses, that it programme of the struggle as defective, that its leadership could not be recognised as the leadership of the national struggle. And that as it was, the Congress leadership did not draw out and guide mass activity but rather acted as brake upon it. As a result, when in 1928 the congress leader, Vallabhbhai Patel, started the Bardoli Satyagraha or the Congress organised country wide boycott of Simon Commission the same year or when in 1930 Mahatma Gandhi launched his Salt Satyagraha or when in 1932, a more powerful mass struggle was started against the British rule, the communist party of India opposed all these movements and denounced them. Communist Party of India continued to follow this policy for some time which resulted in the isolation of Communists from the mainstream of the freedom struggle.

In 1932 through an open letter to the Indian communists, the Communist parties of China, Great Britain and Germany criticised the Communist Party of India for having alienated themselves from the liberation movement that the people were waging against the British imperialism. It pointed out that the bourgeois National Congress still had a great influence over the Indian masses and that the Indian Communists should not alienate themselves from the national movement against the British imperialism, but they should, while exposing the national Congress and its left wing, be in the forefront of all demonstrations and activities of the toiling masses against the British imperialism.

The attacks on Gandhi and the other nationalist leaders alienated many Indians from the communist movement and proved to be a tactical error for the Communist Party of India. ‘To the many Indians’ writes Sanker Ghose, ‘who might otherwise have been attracted to communism, it appeared that the Indian Communists wanted to write on a clean slate altogether and to make a complete break with the past, and this repelled some of them from the Indian Communist Party’.

By the mid-thirties, the Indian Communists had come under severe criticism within India because of their sectarianism and the corrective they then prescribed was a soft line towards the bourgeoisie, i.e. nationalist Congress Party. The Communist Party of India in 1935 began to work for an anti-imperialist united front identifying with bourgeoisie nationalism. In practice this became a ‘united front from below’ with the Communist Party of India in alliance with the Congress Socialist Party-a nationalist democratic formation inside the Congress. This was largely facilitated by the new line adopted by the Communist party of India at the Seventh Congress of the Comintern in 1935. The policy of denunciation of Gandhi, the congress and the nationalist movement was partly changed as result of the policy of the United Front as advocated by the Seventh congress.

The new Comintern line was further clarified and developed by Rajni Palme Dutt and Bradley, the British Communists in an article entitled ‘The Anti-imperialist People’s Front’ published in February 1936. This article, known as the famous ‘Dutt-Bradley theses, felt that the Indian National Congress could play a role in organising an anti-imperialist People's front in India. It stated ‘The first need for the powerful advance of the Indian national movement is to organise the common struggle against British imperialism. This is the indispensable condition for the successful fight against the existing and ever sharpening reaction and oppression. It is evident that all-
ments including from among the liberals who are prepared to break with. Imperialism and accept the programme of the national struggle, are welcome to the common front.\textsuperscript{27} So far as the Indian National Congress is concerned the thesis specifically stated that the Congress can play a great and foremost role in the task of realising the anti-imperialist people's front.

The Dutt-Broadley thesis changed the previous Communist line of total antipathy to the Congress. It cleared the decks for India to become the vanguard of the Asian revolution. It induced the Congress to join the Congress Socialist Party and thereby to influence the Congress policies. It suggested that the Communists, leftists, Congressmen, Congress socialists, trade unionists should all join this united front of anti-imperialism. In accordance with the advice of Palme Dutt and Ben Bradley, utilised the congress Socialist Party for that purpose. Through the influence of Jaya Prakash Narayan in the Congress Socialist Party, who had become an intellectual adherent of the Communist International during his stay in the United States as a student, and of Nehru and Bose in the Congress, who also were impressed by the achievements of the Soviet Union, the doors of the Congress Party were thrown open for the Indian communists in 1936. The Congress socialist Party also adopted a resolution providing for the admission of Communists to its membership.\textsuperscript{28} As the Communist Party of India was then an illegal party, this decision was not given any publicity. As a result of this, Communists joined the Congress Socialist Party and thereby gained admittance to the Indian National Congress.

A number of prominent Communist Party of India leaders joined the congress and were given vantage positions. Sajjad Zaheer, for instance, was made a member of All India Congress committee, Namboodiripad became Joint Secretary of the All India Congress Socialist Party and P.Sundarayya, A.K.Gopalan, P.Ramamurthy, Dr. M.A. Ashraf, Dinker Mehta and Soli Batliwala were put in charge of their important offices in the Congress Socialist Party\textsuperscript{29}. From inside the Congress, the Communist Party leaders gave Communist orientation to Congress Working Committee resolutions. From inside the, the Congress Socialist Party, they endeavoured to seek control of the Socialist organisation for the purpose of bringing the workers, farmers and students in to the fold.\textsuperscript{30} Their influence with the Congress Socialist Party increased so much that when in early 1938 M.R. Masani the then Congress Socialist Party Chairman criticised at the annual conference in Lahore, the Soviet Union for its dictatorial and the dubious policies it was pursuing in Europe and the other Congress socialist party leaders.\textsuperscript{31} Ashok Mehta, Rammanohar Lohia and Achut Patwardhan spoke of the danger of Communist infiltration within the Party.\textsuperscript{32} But in September 1939, the Second World War began in Europe, and the attitude of the Communist Party of India adopted towards that war convinced the Congress Socialist Party leadership that the Communist Party Of India was much less loyal to the Soviet Union and was much less interested in what happened in India. It was at that stage that the Congress Socialist Party's National Executive expelled all Communists from the party and ended the “United Front” with the Communist Party of India.\textsuperscript{33}

While the Congress Party was on a war path with the British rulers and was endeavoured to drive them out of the Indian soil, the Communist Party of India began to advise the Indian people to cooperate with the British, only because the Soviet Union was in alliance with them. It rubbed the congress, Congress socialist Party and Forward Block as “fifth columnist”.\textsuperscript{34} A couple of months after the end of the war, Jawaharlal Nehru strongly attacked on 24th October 1945, the Indian communists in a public speech, saying that the cause of India was focused in the Congress Party.\textsuperscript{35} The Congress Party of India had made all nationalists its 100 percent opponent\textsuperscript{36} and adding that “when thousands of Indians staked their all for their countries' cause the communists were in the opposite camp which cannot be forgotten.\textsuperscript{37}

In December 1945, the Congress Working Committee expelled all Communists from the Congress Party and issued a directive to provincial Congress committees to debar them from holding any office in Congress organisation. This action was taken after the consideration of a special report presented by Nehru, Patel and Govind Vallabhbh Pant, which said that the main policy of the communists had been opposition and obstruction to the policy and programme of /congress for a considerable time.\textsuperscript{38} when in June 1947 Lord Mountbatten announced his plan for the transfer of power to Indians, the communist Party of India apparently following the Moscow line, considered that plan as “the mumification of the Andhra Communist policy which sets in motion disrupt the popular upsurge, obstruct the realisation of genuine independence, throttle the growth of democracy and destroy the unity and integrity of India.\textsuperscript{39}

In the background of various shifts and changes that took place in the Indian Communist movement based on the directions of the Communist International, the growth of Communism in Andhra Pradesh should be analysed.

Communism in Andhra had its origins in the freedom struggle. During the satyagraha movement of 1930-32, many young men courted imprisonment. During their imprisonment they came into contact with the revolutionaries,(who were imprisoned in Madras State Jails) like B.K.Dutt, Kundan Lal, D.K.Sinha, Siva Varma and Kapoor who were undergoing life imprisonment in connection with the Lahore conspiracy case.\textsuperscript{40} These contacts with the revolutionaries convinced the Andhra young men that only through a people's revolution independence can be achieved for the country. Of those who were influenced by the Bengal revolutionaries mention may be made of Maddukuri Chandra Sekhara Rao, Katragadda Narayanaarao, Garapati Satyanarayana, Alluri Satyanarayana Raju Jonnalagadda Ramalingaiah, Puchlapalli Sundarayya, Gadde Lingaiah, Madduri Annapoornaraiah, Chalasani Jagannadha Rao, K.Balaramama, T.V.Chalapati, Kosaraju Seshaih, Kuthiveli Kutumba Rao,Bhayankara chari, Kanuri Ramanandachowdary and Chundi Jagannadhama.

After the Russian revolution, vague socialist ideas began to spread among the young intelligentsia. Soon after Gandhi's suspension of Satyagraha movement in 1934, young people began to evince keen interest to study the Russian revolution and the teachings of Marx and Lenin. The young welcomed these ideas with energy and enthusiasm. Andhra was no exception to this general trend. Young men like P.Narasimha Murthy, P.V.Raghavaiah, P.V.Sivaiha, Nanduri Prasad,a Rao, Chandra ramalingaiah, Chandra Rajeshwararao, and Katragadda Narayana Rao who had gone to Benaras for higher education also helped to circulate communist literature among the progressive young men of Andhra State. Gadde Lingai-ah started Adarsha Grandha Mandali and edited the Jornal ‘Prabha’.Gorky's 'Mother', the ‘Communist Manifesto’ which were translated into Telugu by Puchlapalli Sundarayya were published by the Adarsha Grandha Mandali.\textsuperscript{41}

The Communist movement in Andhra developed as a sequel to the nationalist movement. Initially, the communist movement in Telangana region was a social movement which was directed against Nizam rule. Andhra Maha Sabha led by the Communist Party of India was a militant organisation which focused the language problem as well as the socio-econom-ic problems of the people of the Hyderabad state. The Communist Party of India could launch the anti-Nizam struggle against feudal and capitalist oppression.

The Andhra Communist Party was officially organised in September 1934. Its first conference was secretly held at Kak-inada in 1935, where Sri.P.Narasimhamurthy was elected as the Secretary of the Committee. Besides Puchlapalli Sundarayya, Chalasani Vasudevarao, Katragadda Narayanarao, Uddamraju Ramam, and Kambhakampati Satya- narayana were the founder members of the Communist Party in Andhra Pradesh.\textsuperscript{42}

It was from the Congress Socialist Party that the Andhra Communist movement drew its early cadre. Even in the early days of the formation of the Congress Socialist Party, Puchlapalli Sundarayya
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toured Andhra area extensively and held meetings with many party workers to explore the possibility of found a secret unit of Andhra Communist Party. Already by that time youth Kisans and worker’s unions were established in the districts of Guntur, Krishna, Nellore, East Godavari and West Godavari districts.43

The first major struggle of the Communists came in 1931 when they organised a 1500 mile course to Madras city to rouse the peasants against the agrarian system that was followed by the British Government. It was led by Jomaladgada Ramalingaiah, Chundi Jagannadhram, Chalasani Vasudevarao, Pulela Shyam Sunder Rao, K.S.N.Murthy and Ch.V.Rao. 44 The march drew participants from 525 villages. Its purpose was to create a new consciousness among the peasants. As the Andhra region had marginal industrialisation, the communist Party of India realised the importance of organising the agricultural labour into rural unions. Communists were the first to seek the support agri-cultural labourers in building mass movements. The Communist Party made rapid progress between 1937 to 1939 in the Andhra region. Consistent with the decision taken by the national leadership of the Communist Party of India many young Communist activists joined the Congress Socialist Party ranks and some of them were even elected to the State Congress Committee. Puchalapalli Sundarayya became one of the members of the All India Congress committee.45

The Communists while remaining in the Congress Socialist Party, 1936 onwards, continued to organise youth, students, Kisans, agricultural labourers and women. They carried on these activities mainly in the districts of Nellore, Guntur, Krishna and the two Godavari districts. It is not out of place to refer that due to the efforts of these young and enthusiastic communists that K.Narayanarao was elected to the Madras State Assembly in the 1937 general elections.46 Being banned by the Government (1934, consequent to the Meerut conspiracy) communists set up several front organisations such as Kisan sabha, Trade Unions to spread the philosophy of the Communist Party. In all the above referred districts party committees were formed.47

Communist Party of India cells were organised in many villages covering the districts of Krishnam, Guntur, Nellore, East Godavari and East Godavari. Despite the ban on the party, several secret journals were circulated among the members of the cells to educate them on public issues of national and international importance.48

Forced by the anti-fascist war situation and faced with the anti-war campaign launched by the Congress, the British Government lifted ban on the Communist Party in 1942. Communists came out legally and directly plunged into the battle against fascism. Without wasting any time the party leaders and for the formation of Nationalist Government, they took up the day to day issues of the people, “conducted agitation, led deputations, organised demonstrations and held meetings on such issues as supply of agricultural implements, repairs of tanks, roads and canals, against hoarding and corruption. They led a number of agricultural labour struggles and “the grow more food” campaigns. In these forms wide support was mobilised for the working class demands and the party led some of the strike struggles successfully”.49

The war years witnessed a tremendous growth of the Communist movement in Andhra Pradesh. Despite the communist Party’s isolation from the mainstream of the national movement at a time when the Congress launched “Quit India” in 1942. Communists, nevertheless, stood to again, partly because of the British Government’s decision to allow the communist Party of India to function legally and to enlist its support to the national War Front. Congress leaders’ imprison-ment mostly helped the Communist Party as its leaders rushed to fill the vacuum in the All India Trade Union Congress, The All India Kisan Sabha, the All India Students federation and other Congress led mass organisations.50

The result being that despite its isolation from the peak of the national movement Communists were able to increase their strength. Communist Party of India membership in Circars and Rayalaseema districts rose from 1000 in 1942 to 8,000 in 1946.

During the war period Andhra Communist leadership successfully articulated the grievances of the people with remarkable effectiveness and intervened on their behalf on a number of occasions to secure administrative justice from the Government. The Communist Party of India “fought on the econom-ic, political and social issues of every section of the toiling people. On students demands for supply of white paper, ker-sene at controlled rates, against detentions, on such wom-en’s demands as equal property rights, provision of separate sanitary facilities in villages, for maternity and welfare centres. For the strict implementation of Anti Child marriages Act, for educational facilities, on middle class issues against high house rents, housing scarcity, etc.”51 It was this constant and ceaseless work on popular issues and close ties with the people through thick and thin that enabled the Communist party to rally one lak people at the all India Kisan Sabha held at Vijayawada in 1944, and in the next year fifty thousand to the provincial Kisan Sabha conference at Tenali.52

In 1939 Communist oriented leaders, members of the Com-rades Association, Chandragupta Chowdary, V.Deshpande of Maharashtra parishad joined together to form Hyderabad communist committee. The first political classes, to give ideological orientation to the cadre were taken by Chandra Rajeswar Rao.53 The leading members of the Communist Party of Hyderabad State were Ravi Narayana Reddy, Makhdoom Mooinuddin, Raj bahadur Guru, Hemadri, D.H.Desai, Vattiokota Alwar Swamy, Baddam Yella Reddy, S.Ramanadham and Devulapally Venkateswar Rao. They were in close touch with the Andhra communist leaders Sundarayya and Rajeshwar Rao who played an important role in the formation of the Communist Party in Hyderabad State.

The ever growing activities and the increasing influence of the Communists were a source of worry to the Congress leaders. In order to checkmate the influence of the Communist Party, Congress leaders, particularly, N.G.Ranga organised rival Kisan, Students and workers organisations.54 Congressmen got embittered against communists, who supported the war efforts of the allies i.e. (British, Italy and Japan). Raids were organised on par-ty offices, attacks were made on individual party members and important leaders and the party rallies were disturbed. A drama ‘Vengamma’ was written and performed with a view to discredit the communist party in general and Puchchalapalli Sundarayya in particular.55 Communists were expelled from Congress in 1945.

Despite all this, the results of the 1946 elections showed that the communist Party was the biggest and the most influential party after the congress in Andhra, though only one communist candidate Pillamarri Venkateswarlu was elected to the legislature. This may be due to the fact that no other political party with a considerable mass base had emerged to challenge the congress in elections.56

Besides working for the rights of the working class and peasants, in order to politicise them the party organised burrakathas, veedhibhagavatams, during the anti fascist phase of the war. Hundreds of squads and drama troops functioned all over the state. Through party journals like Navasakthi, (1937-39) Prajasakthi (1942-46) efforts were made to inform the party leaders the day-to-day national and international events, besides instructing them on party ideology and programmes. The Prajasakthi publishing house alone accounted for the publication of more than three hundred books in Telugu on poli-tics, economics, culture, history and literature.57

In 1956 the first Visalandhra Communist Conference was held at Hyderabad on July8th, 1956, in which the units of Andhra and Telenagana were merged into one and elected Chandra Rajeswar Rao as the Secretary of the Andhra Pradesh Communist Committee. The thirteen member executive Committee included, besides Rajeswar Rao, 1.P.Sundarayya, 2.M.Basa Pun-наiah, 3.M.Chandrakhekkara Rao, 4.Moturi Hanumantharao,
Another factor that contributed to the growth of communist movement was the repressive measures adopted by the Congress Government to suppress the peasant uprisings of Munagala. The Communist Party of India as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system. Thus, commented a staunch nationalist telugu weekly: “With the mercy of the British Government the communists who were underground till now had come out open in public safety Ordinance used by the Prakasam Ministry to suppress the Communist as they ceaselessly championed the cause of the peasants and campaigned for the abolition of the Zamindari system.